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Why It Matters

 To a significant extent, your work evaluations, 
both formal and informal, will be based on how 
well you write. This is especially true in offices of 
inspectors general because IGs are judged on the 
basis of their written reports and communications.

 Simply put, writing well is a key component to 
your professional success.
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The Good News

 Writing is a skill that can be learned. There 
is no substitute for hard work and practice. 
You must make it a priority.

 Your office has templates to follow, which 
make it easy to meet office standards. 
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Objectives
 Identify and discuss contents of inspection 

reports
 Identify and discuss necessary elements of a 

finding and how to structure the elements in a 
report

 Discuss characteristics of a well-written report
 Review editing techniques
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Professional Standards
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Green Book Professional Standards
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Inspections, evaluations, or reviews 
should result in a timely written 
report to appropriate officials.  All 
reports should present factual data 
accurately, fairly, and objectively, 
and present findings, conclusions, 
and recommendations in a 
persuasive manner.



The purposes of inspection reports are to:

 Communicate results to management of the inspected entity, 
those charged with governance, appropriate oversight 
officials;

 Provide Clarity (less susceptible to misunderstanding);
 Make results available publicly (unless specifically limited);
 Facilitate follow-up (a reference for recommendations and 

corrective action).
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Basic Rules
 Keep it simple.
 Do NOT misrepresent or withhold material 

information.  
 Do not inject opinion, stick to the facts.
 Do no introduce new facts in the summary or 

conclusion.
 A smooth, narrative tone is best. The report 

should not be a challenge to read.
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Basic Rules (con’t)
 Do NOT misrepresent or withhold material 

information.  
 Do not inject opinion, stick to the facts.
 Do no introduce new facts in the summary or 

conclusion.
 A smooth, narrative tone is best. The report 

should not be a challenge to read.
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Report Contents

 Letter
 Executive Summary
 Background
 Objectives, Scope, and Methodology
 Inspection Results – Findings, Conclusions, and 

Recommendations
 Management Response
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Inspection Results



Report Contents

We will start with the “Inspection Results”/the 
“meat and potatoes” of the report and work 
backwards.
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Inspection Results
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Results = What you discovered (findings)

Based on your objectives

And the methodology used

With your resultant recommendations

Letter Executive Summary Background Audit ResultsObjectives, Scope,
And Methodology

Management ResponseInspection Results
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• Supports the overall answers to the objectives.
• Collectively addresses the results (positive or 

negative) of the inspection procedures.
• Supported by sufficient, appropriate evidence.
• Findings often include:

– Condition
– Criteria
– Cause
– Effect

• Recommends corrective action.

Letter Executive Summary Background Audit ResultsObjectives, Scope,
And Methodology

Management ResponseInspection Results



U.S. Army Inspector General 
School   16

• You will base your finding statement(s) on the 
preponderance of information you gather about a 
particular Sub-Task. For example, if 65 percent of 
the data we collected leans toward an Army-wide 
finding that Risk Management is not getting into the 
updated doctrinal manuals, then your finding will 
state that fact. You can address the other 35 percent 
who are having success when you write the 
discussion – or Inspection Results – portion for that 
finding.

Step 6: Develop Your Finding Statement(s)



U.S. Army Inspector General 
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• The finding statement is a single, well-focused, 
well-structured sentence that captures the true 
essence of the finding. This sentence must be able 
to stand alone.

• For example: Most active-duty battalions are not 
conducting Initial Command Inspections during the 
ARFORGEN reset phase in accordance with AR 1-
201.

Step 6: Develop Your Finding Statement(s)



Writing a Finding

 The lead-in paragraph should tell the reader what 
major issues (conditions) the reader will expect to 
encounter in the sections/headers that follow.

 The discussion should include sections discussing the 
essence of the findings, including the conditions, 
causes, criteria (if necessary, large segments of 
criteria can be included in the background or in 
exhibits) and effects.  
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Writing a Finding

 The lead-in paragraph should tell the reader what 
major issues (conditions) the reader will expect to 
encounter in the sections/headers that follow.

 The discussion should include sections discussing the 
essence of the findings, including the conditions, 
causes, criteria (if necessary, large segments of 
criteria can be included in the background or in 
exhibits) and effects.  
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Inspection Results - Findings

20



Criteria
 “What Should Be” – Standards to measure 

performance.

 Criteria are the laws, standards, rules, or test that the 
inspector uses to evaluate the reviewed entity. 

 In the absence of prescribed criteria, inspectors must 
rely on their professional knowledge and experience 
to select suitable criteria, such as business processes, 
acceptable accounting or internal control procedures 
or business practices, or other governmental or 
business-related practices. 
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Condition

 “What Is” – The existing state of affairs as 
determined and documented during the course of 
the inspection. 

 Clearly identify the problem that the inspection 
revealed.  Describe what is deficient, defective, or 
in error, and state whether the problem is isolated 
or widespread.
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CONDITION CONDITION



Cause

 “Why did it happen?” – OR – “Why did it not
happen?”– Explanation for the occurrence of the condition.

 What organizational level was responsible for it? When, 
where, and how did it occur?

 Include enough detail to support the recommendation(s) and 
to assist management in implementing corrective action.  

 To the maximum extent possible, the root or underlying 
causes should be identified.  The quality of the 
recommendations is directly linked to a thorough 
understanding of the underlying causes for the condition 
found. 
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Effect

 “What is the impact?” – OR – “So what?” –
Impact or consequences of the condition not meeting 
the criteria.

 When possible, express the effect in quantitative 
terms (Dollars, number of personnel, units of 
production, quantities of material, number of 
transactions, elapsed time, etc.). 

 Comments on potential or intangible effects may be 
stated, but the effects must clearly be identified as 
potential or intangible.
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Recommendation

 Driven from cause.
 Can result in monetary and non-monetary benefits.  

Potential monetary benefits should be reasonably and 
prudently determined.

 If management took corrective action before the draft 
report is issued, detail can/should be provided in the 
finding in a section that describes the management 
actions taken rather than in the recommendations 
section.
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Recommendation
 Recommendations should push the agency to 

take specific actions to correct the deficiencies.
 Avoid recommendations that propose vague 

actions, e.g. “We recommend CFSA take 
action to correct the internal control 
deficiencies.”  A better recommendation would 
cite the specific actions to correct specific 
internal control deficiencies.

 You can’t dictate, but the more specific cause 
= the more specific recommendation. 26



Inspection Results - Findings
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WRITING a FINDING
“Hold that Fish Up”
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EFFECT

RECOMMENDATION

CAUSE CAUSE CAUSE

CRITERIA
CONDITION

RECOMMENDATION RECOMMENDATION
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EFFECT

RECOMMENDATION

CAUSE CAUSE CAUSE

CRITERIA
CONDITION

RECOMMENDATION RECOMMENDATION
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EFFECT

RECOMMENDATION

CAUSE CAUSE CAUSE

CRITERIA
CONDITION

RECOMMENDATION RECOMMENDATION
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We have a great deal of flexibility on how to structure this report segment but 
generally follow the format:  

– Recommendation No. 1
– Management Response (to Recommendation No. 1)
– Inspection Comments on management’s response to Recommendation No. 1. 

However, at times all recommendations are grouped and sequentially listed 
and followed by management response and inspection comments.  Because 
management often concurs with the recommendations but disagrees with the 
finding, we may include additional comments which address management’s 
disagreement in the Inspection Comments section, or if lengthy, include 
expanded comments in an Exhibit.  

Inspection Results
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If management concurs with the draft report 
recommendation, then management has:

1) taken the action to correct the deficiency, 
2) has begun to take the action to correct the 

deficiency and must provide a date for 
completing the action, or 

3) plans to initiate corrective action at a future date, 
in which case management must provide the date 
for future action.  

Inspection Results
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If management does not concur with the draft report 
recommendation, then note the basis for the non-concurrence.  If 
we agree with management’s comments that do not concur with 
the recommendation, then we must:

1) Remove the recommendation, or 
2) Amend the recommendation if some corrective action 

remains, and ask management to respond to the amended 
recommendation in comments to the final report, or 

3) If we disagree with management’s non-concurrence, then 
we present our argument why our recommendation is 
needed and ask management to reconsider its position in 
response to the final report.

Inspection Results
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Example:

Inspection Results
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Example (cont.):

Inspection Results
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Example (cont.):

Inspection Results
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• State the inspection objectives.  
• Include a statement regarding any changes to the 

Inspection objectives (revisions, deletions, or 
additions) when applicable. 

• Provide the scope of coverage. Precisely describe the 
entity that was reviewed (organization, program, 
activity, or function) so that the report does not imply 
greater coverage than was actually provided. 

• Describe the methodology used in conducting the 
review. 

Inspection 
Results
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• Consistency - Are the inspection objectives the same as 
announced in the cover letter? Same as the Executive Summary?

• Were amendments or additions made to the announced inspection 
objectives identified and were the revised or additional inspection 
objectives included?

• Did this section identify the inspection objectives that were not 
accomplished and why they were not covered in the inspection?

• Did you identify any impairment that arose during the inspection 
that prevented the inspectors from accomplishing announced 
objectives?

Inspection
Results
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• Did you include the period of the inspection (we performed the 
Inspection from March through September 2006) and the period of 
covered transactions (we examined accounts receivable records 
processed from FY 2003 through FY 2006)?

• Does this section broadly identify the records we examined? (Not every 
record needs to be included, only those records that are essential to the 
findings should be identified.)

• Did we indicate what principal officials we interviewed and the 
organizations and sites we visited, as appropriate?

• Did we identify the systems or procedures we examined?

Inspection
Results
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• Does this section include details about specific methodologies 
we used during the inspection, such as statistical sampling 
methods, other estimating procedures or computer programs to 
analyze data?

• If a statistical sample was used during the inspection, does this 
section identify the parameters of the sampling method 
(population, sample size, sampling error, precision, etc.)?

• If multiple types of sampling methods were used during the 
Inspection, was each adequately described?

Inspection
Results
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• Include the statement as to the extent the inspectors 
relied on and used computer processed data.

• In the methodology section, include the assessment of 
data reliability and the basis for that determination.

• Language will depend on whether data are sufficiently 
reliable, not sufficiently reliable, or of undetermined 
reliability.

Inspection
Results
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Population – what was available for sample selection. (As appropriate, 
this should include both dollar value and number of items in the 
population.)

Sample – whether it is judgmental or statistical, the size of the sample, 
and the dollar value associated with each, if appropriate.

Statistical Analyses – Avoid presenting complex statistical analyses 
and formulas in the body of the report.  If complex statistical analyses 
are required, they can be presented in an appendix or other exhibit.

Inspection
Results
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Time Period – Identify the time period of records or actions reviewed, 
as well as the time period during which the inspection was performed.

Location – Discuss location if necessary (decentralized operations).

Scope Limitations – Explicitly state any imposed limitations of the 
scope (such as items not examined or specifically excluded), the 
reasons for the limitations, and the possible effects on review results. 
Scope limitations may include the inability to obtain information 
needed to accomplish one or more inspection objectives or other 
reasons for non-performance of one or more Inspection objectives.

Inspection
Results
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Example:

Inspection
Results
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“Give the reader WHAT they need 
WHEN they need it.”

• Background information should be limited to 
that which is essential to enable the reader to 
understand the finding. 

• Background information presented in the 
finding should pertain only to that finding.

Letter Executive Summary Audit ResultsBackground Objectives, Scope,
And Methodology

Management ResponseInspection Results
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Give the reader WHAT they 
need WHEN they need it.

Letter Executive Summary Audit ResultsBackground Objectives, Scope,
And Methodology

Management ResponseInspection Results
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Example:
Inspection Results
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The executive summary is often the only part of the 
report that some will read. Therefore, it is important that 

this section of the report captures the essence of the 
report.

• Summarizes the report so that readers will 
understand the message and key takeaways.

• Focuses on:
– Purpose of Report
– Conclusions, Findings, Recommendations

Inspection Results
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• Ensure inspection objectives are included (and match 
other sections of the report such as the objectives 
section).

• Include explanatory language regarding objectives 
accomplished or any impediments that affected 
completion of the inspection objectives.  If 
appropriate, objectives added during the Inspection 
should be cited.

• Includes Conclusion
– A synopsis of each finding – including condition and effect.

Inspection Results
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Example:
Inspection Results
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Example (cont.):

Inspection Results
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• Does the Inspection title characterize what was performed?
– Is title too narrow, too broad, too long?
– Does it contain acronyms?

• Does the title page 
– contain correct spelling of IG names?
– contain notice of restricted distribution?
– have the correct project number (good time to check if the 

project number is the same one used on every report page)?
– contain the correct issue date?

Inspection Results



Table of Contents
 Is the title of the Inspection at the top of the page 

correct and is it the same as the title on the cover 
sheet and transmittal?

 Does the Table of Contents contain all of the proper 
headers?

 If using an “automated” Table of Contents – look for 
inconsistencies. Signifies an issue in the setup.
 Tabs and spaces consistent?
 Lists are missing a number?
 Anything appear “off?”
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Table of Contents
 List appendices or exhibits (Tables, Extensive Policies, 

Spreadsheets, Diagrams, Flow Charts, Listings, Photographs, 
and other materials)

 Do the page numbers in the Table of Contents agree with the 
pagination in the report? (note:  this should be checked 
immediately prior to publication as pagination changes 
frequently)

 Do the finding titles in the Table of Contents agree with the 
titles used in each finding and in each exhibit? (Mitigate the 
risk by using “automated” Table of Contents.)
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How do we ensure we tell a Good Story?
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TOOLS

 Dictionary, style manual, spell-check, editing tools of 
software.

 Policies and Procedures (To ensure consistency and 
quality).

 Templates.
 Experience and distance are also helpful.
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Set Yourself Up for Success

 Reviewing a report is a systematic and thorough process 
of evaluating the report.
 Content – Accuracy, Completeness, “Wordiness”
 Message
 Formatting 

 It takes patience and the application of a set of principles, 
consistently applied during the review process. 
 To ensure consistency and quality of report writing across staff, 

organizations should adopt policies and procedures for report 
writing. (This may include a customized style guide or the 
identification of a preferred style guide.)
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What IS a good story? 
(Characteristics of a Well-Written Report)

 Accurate
 Objective and Balanced
 Significant and Useful
 Timely
 Complete yet Concise
 Clear and Simple
 Persuasive
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ACCURATE
 Any inaccuracy (big or small) in an inspection report 
may cast doubt on the validity of the whole 
inspection and have a damaging effect on the 
credibility of the OIG. 

 A quality assurance review, supervisory review, 
editing, and proofreading should all be designed to 
ensure that reports are accurate.
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OBJECTIVE AND BALANCED
 Presented in a fair and objective manner and contain 

sufficient information to give the reader proper perspective. 
 Do not exaggerate or personalize. 
 Tone of the report should be constructive in order to foster a 

productive response to findings and recommendations. 
 Although criticism of past performance may be necessary to 

demonstrate the need for management improvement, 
emphasis should be on making improvements in the future. 

 Cite any significant corrective actions already taken by the 
inspected organization that relate to the Inspection 
objectives. 60



SIGNIFICANT AND USEFUL
 Must answer the Inspection objectives in a way that conveys 

the significance of the answers. In other words, it must clearly 
state the “so what?” question for multiple audiences (Mayor, 
City Council, Department Head, and general public).

 The “effect” element of a finding should express the impact 
(actual or potential) of the finding, and the conclusions should 
summarize significance.

 The background section of the report also conveys 
significance by describing the size, scope, and public impact of 
the program. The cover letter may also provide more plain‐
language framing for the significance of the findings. 61



TIMELY

Reports should be issued as promptly as possible to 
make them available for timely use by those in 
positions to effect change (Mayor, City Council, 

Department management, other interested parties.)
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COMPLETE YET CONCISE
 The report should contain sufficient information to 
facilitate the reader’s understanding of the inspected 
entity and of the nature and significance of the 
findings.

 However, the report should also be as concise as 
possible and avoid excessive detail or repetition that 
may confuse or disinterest the reader.
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Conciseness
Care should be taken to achieve a 
balance between completeness 
and conciseness.

Give the reader WHAT they 
need WHEN they need it.
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Editing is a process that 
removes all those unnecessary 

words that take up large 
amounts of space but add 

nothing of any real significance 
to the meaning of a message.
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Editing is a process that
removes all those unnecessary

words that take up large 
amounts of space but add 

nothing of any real significance 
to the meaning of a message.
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CLEAR AND SIMPLE
 Reports should be written as clearly and simple as 

possible.
 Use ACTIVE voice.
 Avoid jargon or unnecessary words.
 When technical terms or abbreviations are used, they 

should be defined in the text or in a glossary of terms.
 Graphs, charts, maps, and other visual aids should be 

used to the extent they facility the readers’ interest and 
understanding.
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Organizing Information

Writing that is easy to read is hard to write.

Writing that is hard to read is easy to write.
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Organizing Information
 Brainstorm messages
 Group information into logical “Families”
 Coordinate/Subordinate within Families
 Identify unifying theme
 Determine patterns for development

 Time or Chronological
 Cause‐Effect
 Comparison‐Contrast
 Classification 69



Organizing Information
 Time or Chronological – Info arranged with respect to 

time. (Past to present, steps in a process, etc.)
 Cause‐Effect – Info shows one act, idea, or situation has 

caused another. (Not just simply chronological, but 
demonstrates that earlier causes produced later effects.)

 Comparison‐Contrast – Info shows essential similarities 
and/or differences between objects, events, methods, 
systems, or ideas.

 Classification – Info is arranged in categories, sorting 
objects or ideas into main groups and subgroups. 70



Who is the Audience?

71



Audience
 Take the reader’s knowledge-level of the subject matter into 

account. Is the knowledge-level extensive or limited?

 Is the terminology/jargon familiar to the reader? If not, 
consider substituting more common language or explaining the 
terminology or jargon.

 What reading level are you writing for? Microsoft Word 
Spell Check  Options  Readability Statistics
 Grade Level
 Reading Ease
 Percent of Sentences that are passive
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Active Voice
 Where you know the doer of an action, use active voice.  For 

example, 
− “the clearance forms were destroyed by the guidance counselors” –

passive voice
− “the guidance counselors destroyed the clearance forms…” – active voice

 Where you don’t know the doer, you may use passive voice but 
it’s good to try to avoid it.  For example, 
− “The clearance forms were destroyed but we were unable to determine 

how this occurred” – passive voice
− “We could not determine how the clearance forms were destroyed” –

active voice
73



Active Voice ‐ “Avoid the Zombies”

74

1. Find the verb.
2. Add “by zombies” after the verb.
3. Does the sentence make sense?

• Yes – Passive Voice 
• No – Active Voice



Active Voice ‐ “Avoid the Zombies”
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The report was written (by zombies).
Sue wrote the report. 

Ten invoices were submitted (by zombies).
The vendor submitted ten invoices.

Policies and procedures were approved (by zombies).
Management approved the policies and procedures.



PERSUASIVE
 Reports should be written in a convincing manner.
 Conclusions and recommendations should follow 
logically from the evidence.

 Information presented should be sufficient to 
persuade the reader of the significance of the 
findings, the reasonableness of the conclusions, and 
the importance of taking action to correct any 
identified deficiencies.
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Conclusion or Summary
At times, you may wish to use a conclusion or 
summary that precedes the recommendations.  

Conclusions should be brief and summarize the 
problems in a way that leads the reader to “buy into” 
the recommendations that will follow.  Conclusions 

do not have to summarize the entire finding and 
should be written in a fashion that leads the reader to 
the actions required to correct the reported problems.
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EDITING
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1. Edit for ORGANIZATION

3. Edit for READABILITY

4. Edit for ERRORS

5. Edit for FORMATTING

2. Edit for CONTENT



1. Edit for ORGANIZATION

 Does the document accomplish its 
objective?

 Is the message of the report clear?
 Is the organization logical?
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2. Edit for CONTENT

Red Flags:
 Opinions presented as evidence
 Interview notes presented as findings
 Unsubstantiated leaps of logic
 Inappropriate tone
 Loaded words
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3. Edit for READABILITY
 Use acronyms or abbreviated terminology if title 

appears often.
 Use word modifiers instead of phrases 

 (“a well- trained contract specialist…” versus “a contract specialist who 
was well trained…”). 

 Singular nouns take singular verbs (the panel of 
specialists “was” instead of “were”…); plural nouns 
take plural verbs  (data “were” instead of “was”). 

 Avoid mixing tenses in the same sentence (“OCP 
awards 10,000 contracts annually and negotiated with 
1000 contractors.”). 81



4. Edit for ERRORS
 Spelling and grammatical errors.  Run spell check and 

read the finding out loud to check for grammar and use of 
the correct word.

 Make certain definitions of subject-specific terminology 
is accurate and based upon a reliable source.

 Ensure that attribution is used. (There is a big difference 
between “Department staff have not made a mistake in in 
the last year,” and “Department staff stated that they have 
not made a mistake in the last year.”)
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4. Edit for ERRORS
 If using data in a table or chart, check the addition, 

subtraction, or other calculations to ensure they are 
accurate.

 If information appears in more than one place – does 
it match?
 Table to Narrative
 Finding to Summary
 Body of Report to Appendix
 Title of Finding to Table of Contents
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5. Edit for FORMATTING
 Does it look good?
 Headings (Same hierarchy = same font/style)
 Bulleted lists
 White space
 Graphics
 Tables
 Paragraph and line spacing
 Visual Continuity

Above all, is it consistent?
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COnsisTeNcy
1. Complete a “Hands Off” read,

• Read for the “story” of the 
inspection.

• let inconsistencies take your attention.

• For instance, what do you notice about 
this slide?
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KEEP IT SIMPLE
“The positive appeal of a visual object depends 

not so much upon the objective standards 
against which said object is measured, nor upon 
the image said object records upon the retina 
and optic nerve, as it does upon the cerebral 
interpretation of the image recorded by the 

organ of vision of that individual who observes 
said object.”
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KEEP IT SIMPLE
“Experience has demonstrated that 
the total aggregate or corporeal 
substances that may emanate 

transplendency, do not of necessity 
represent an embodiment of precious 

metallic element ochre.”
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KEEP IT SIMPLE
“A condition characterized by 

tardiness is more desirable than 
one that is systematically 

marked by eternal 
absenteeism.”
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Questions/
Comments


